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ABSTRACT

Objectives: Practice nurses in general practices suboptimally adhere to smoking cessation guidelines. Since the effectiveness of their smoking cessation support is greatest when full adherence to these guidelines is achieved, interventions need to be developed to improve practice nurses’ guideline adherence, for example, by tailoring their content to adherence determinants. However, the sociocognitive determinants explaining adherence have not yet been investigated. Therefore, this qualitative needs assessment aimed to explore practice nurses’ current counselling practices, as well as their sociocognitive beliefs related to their smoking cessation guideline adherence and their needs regarding web-based adherence support.

Setting: Primary care; general practices in the Netherlands.

Participants: 19 practice nurses, actively involved in smoking cessation counselling.

Methods: Semistructured individual interviews, based on the I-Change Model and the Diffusion of Innovations Theory, were conducted from May to September 2014. Data were systematically analysed using the Framework Method and considered reliable (κ 0.77; % agreement 99%).

Results: Respondents felt able to be empathic and collaborative during smoking cessation consultations. They also reported psychological (eg, low self-efficacy to increase patient motivation and arranging adequate follow-up consultations) and practical barriers (eg, outdated information on quit support compensation and a perceived lack of high-quality trainings for practice nurses) to smoking cessation guideline adherence. Most respondents were interested in web-based adherence support to overcome these barriers. Sociocognitive determinants influence practice nurses’ smoking cessation guideline adherence. To improve their adherence, web-based tailored adherence support can provide practice nurses with personally relevant feedback tailored to individually perceived barriers to smoking cessation guideline adherence. More specifically, low self-efficacy levels can be increased by peer modelling (eg, presenting narratives of colleagues) and up-to-date information can be presented online, enabling practice nurses to use it during patient consultations, resulting in more effective communication with their smoking patients.

Trial registration number: NTR4436; Pre-results.

INTRODUCTION

Globally, smoking continues to be the leading cause of preventable disease and premature death. Since 23% of the Dutch adult population still smokes, successful smoking cessation strategies are needed. Advice and counselling by a general practitioner (GP) is a cost-effective strategy to increase patients’ quit rates. However, a shift in cessation counselling can be observed, where it is increasingly provided by trained practice nurses (PNs) in Dutch general practices. PNs are predominantly responsible for chronic patient care and lifestyle counseling, applying evidence-based guidelines. PNs are highly educated (ie, college degree) and employed in 80% of Dutch general practices.
Regarding smoking cessation, PNs are trained to use one of several national smoking cessation guidelines that include similar counselling steps (figure 1) and of which the STIMEDIC guideline is the most recent. In the Netherlands, the ‘Stop Smoking Partnership’, an alliance of several parties involved in smoking cessation in the healthcare sector, is responsible for developing and regularly updating national smoking cessation guidelines. These guidelines can be used by healthcare professionals to structure consultations with smoking patients and full adherence to these evidence-based guidelines leads to more effective health communication and hence positively contributes to quality of smoking cessation care. Adequate guideline adherence is also known to have stronger effects on patients’ quit rates than a brief quit advice.

However, PNs regularly report suboptimal adherence to smoking cessation guidelines, due to practical factors such as time constraints or the perception that most smoking patients are unwilling to quit. Moreover, research has especially shown that sociocognitive determinants consistently influence guideline adherence among healthcare professionals. A study among cardiac nurses working in a hospital found significant positive correlations between self-efficacy expectations, the perceived simplicity and advantages of the guideline, and intention towards continued use of a smoking cessation guideline. Relatedly, Segaar et al. concluded that a positive attitude, positive social influences and higher self-efficacy best explained adoption of the same guideline by cardiac nurses. Though these studies illustrate the importance of sociocognitive determinants in explaining smoking cessation guideline adoption and adherence, such data are not available for PNs working in general practices. It might be that different determinants influence the behaviour of PNs as they have different types of training and expertise, and work in a different setting with other types of patients compared with cardiac nurses. Therefore, it is important to investigate PNs’ current counselling practices and the role of sociocognitive determinants in explaining their smoking cessation guideline adherence in a general practice setting.

Web-based computer tailored (CT) programmes have been shown to be able to effectively change various health behaviours and sociocognitive determinants among the general population and patient groups. CT programmes provide content adapted to characteristics (eg, demographic factors and sociocognitive determinants) of the individual user. A CT programme can, for instance, provide an individual with personal feedback about their behaviour, which is based on that individual’s answers to a questionnaire. Consequently, individually tailored content is personally relevant and more likely to be read and remembered compared with more static tools such as leaflets or generic websites. Moreover, through web-based support, the intervention elements can be provided when and where PNs require them at a relatively low cost. Offering a minimally time-consuming approach enables PNs to integrate adherence support in their busy schedules, which was found to be important when asking nurses regarding their preferences for smoking cessation training. However, CT support has only been sparsely applied to increase smoking cessation guideline adherence among healthcare professionals and none have been offered in a web-based format. One study assessed the use of printed CT advice to increase smoking cessation counselling, demonstrating improved guideline implementation by physicians and increased patients’ quit rates 6 months postintervention. Despite these promising results of printed CT advice among physicians, until now neither printed nor web-based CT support exists to stimulate smoking cessation guideline adherence among PNs.

To develop a web-based CT adherence support program for PNs, it is essential to assess PNs’ current counselling practices and how determinants influence their adherence to smoking cessation guidelines, and to what extent. Furthermore, PNs’ needs regarding the content and design of web-based support need to be assessed to ensure compatibility with their daily practice, as this contributes to higher exposure to an

Figure 1  Flow chart Dutch smoking cessation guidelines (adapted from guideline treatment tobacco addiction revision 2009).

---

intervention’s content. Therefore, we describe a qualitative needs assessment aimed at exploring PNs’ current counselling practices, the sociocognitive determinants of their smoking cessation guideline adherence and their needs regarding web-based adherence support.

**METHODS**

**Study design**

Data were gathered by means of semistructured interviews with individual PNs (N=19), because individual interviews yield more in-depth information than group interviews. PNs provided oral informed consent. Interview recordings and verbatim transcriptions were anonymised and stored in a password-protected database. Evaluation of this study by the Medical Ethics Committee Atrium-Orbis-Zuyd (14-N-17) revealed that no medical ethical clearance for this study was needed according to the rules of the Medical Research Involving Human Subjects Act (WMO). The study is registered with the Dutch Trial Register (NTR4436).

**Participants and procedure**

Dutch PNs actively engaged in smoking cessation counselling in a general practice were recruited via telephone between May and September 2014. We invited a heterogeneous sample of PNs to obtain diverse responses to the interview questions. Through purposeful sampling, we included PNs from (1) different geographical regions in the Netherlands; (2) different types of practices (urban and rural); and (3) practices with different sizes (in terms of patients and employees). Furthermore, recruited PNs differed in their (4) use of smoking cessation guidelines; (5) amount of working experience and (6) educational level. Recruitment continued until data saturation was reached; PNs did not introduce any new issues during the interviews at this point. Successfully contacted PNs who declined to participate (n=7) mentioned a lack of time and interest in the study as main reasons. All participating PNs were rewarded with a €10 gift card.

Interviews were conducted at the PNs’ workplace (n=17) or via telephone (n=2) and only the PN and one or two researchers (ie, DdR and LG) were present. No prior relationship between PNs and researchers was established before conducting the interviews. Both researchers had prior experience with conducting individual (ie, DdR) and group interviews (ie, LG). Before starting the interviews, PNs were informed about the aims of the interview. Interviews were audio-recorded and notes were taken to keep track of the issues and themes that were covered during each interview. Interviews lasted for 25–62 min (m=43 min).

**The interview guide**

A semistructured interview guide was developed based on the I-Change Model and the Diffusion of Innovations Theory, a combination which has been shown to be successful in explaining the implementation of smoking cessation interventions by primary healthcare professionals. In the interview guide, follow-up questions relating to PNs’ current counselling practices and prompt questions regarding the STIMEDIC guideline were especially informed by the concepts attitude, social influence, self-efficacy, perceived barriers and skills from the I-Change Model. Questions relating to PNs’ needs for web-based support (ie, the innovation) were guided by Rogers’ five innovation characteristics: the relative advantage, compatibility, complexity, trialability and observability of the innovation. Two primary care professionals engaged in smoking cessation counselling pretested the interview guide, which was adapted according to their feedback. The final interview guide (appendix 1) consisted of open-ended questions and prompts to encourage PNs to discuss their current smoking cessation practices, guideline adherence and desired programme characteristics.

Interviews were started with an assessment of PNs’ personal (age, gender, personal smoking history and professional education) and work-related characteristics (years of experience as PN, the number of practices employed in, and the size, location and type of the(se) general practice(s)). Subsequently, PNs were asked to describe their smoking cessation counselling routine and discuss barriers encountered during counselling. Third, the STIMEDIC smoking cessation guideline was introduced and PNs were asked to identify guideline steps that they would find difficult to perform and to describe situations they might find difficult to handle when applying these steps. Finally, PNs’ needs were explored, including interest in and preferences regarding the content and design of web-based adherence support aiming to improve their smoking cessation counselling.

**Data analysis**

Data analysis using the Framework Method was conducted using Nvivo (V.9). First, interviews were transcribed verbatim and two coders (ie, DdR and LG) familiarised themselves with the interview content by listening to audio records of the interviews and reading transcripts. Next, both coders independently developed a coding tree by analysing the same single transcript and the coding trees were compared for consistency; any inconsistencies were discussed and resolved. Then three similar rounds of independent coding of three additional transcripts resulted in a final coding tree consisting of multiple major and minor themes for every main interview question. This coding tree was perceived to cover all relevant information and agreed on by both coders. Subsequently, both coders independently applied the coding tree to the same five randomly selected interview transcripts and the intercoder reliability was assessed, resulting in a value for per cent agreement and Cohen’s k. Per cent agreement reflects the degree of similarity between coders in assigning the same code to the same piece of text and a coefficient...
of ≥90% is considered acceptable. Cohen’s κ takes into account that agreement between coders might occur due to chance and is therefore a more conservative coefficient; a κ of ≥0.70 is considered acceptable. It was determined that the intercoder agreement was sufficiently high (κ agreement 99%; Cohen’s κ 0.72). Nonetheless, coding inconsistencies were again discussed and resolved. Thereafter, the first coder (ie, DrD) completed coding the remaining transcripts (n=14), whereas the second coder (ie, LG) only coded the final 10% of the transcripts (n=2). This revealed an improved intercoder reliability of 99% (κ agreement) and 0.77 (Cohen’s κ). Once all transcripts were coded, themes were grouped together and data were clustered based on their importance. Finally, data clusters were interpreted by looking for patterns and identifying answers to the research questions.

RESULTS

Participating PNs were on average 46.1 years old and mostly female; the majority had never smoked (table 1). All PNs had obtained a Bachelor’s degree in nursing, while some were additionally trained in pulmonary or diabetic patient care. PNs’ mean work experience was 8.3 years; they were mostly employed at urban practices and reported a mean number of 8.4 employees (range 4–20) and a patient population of nearly 4500 patients (range 500–12 000) per practice.

Current smoking cessation counselling practices

All PNs reported using a national guideline to structure their counselling, but described varying levels of guideline adherence. Smoking cessation counselling would usually be initiated by GPs’ patient referral to a PN (ie, GP provides a short quit advice, then refers to PN) or by PNs themselves giving patients a brief quit advice, especially ‘people who visit with lung problems or diabetes’.

After a quit advice, additional counselling was predominately conducted by PNs, mostly by first assessing their patients’ smoking profile (eg, amount smoked, smoking pattern, addiction level) during an intake interview.

Most PNs also reported assessing patients’ motivation to quit, but more than half indicated discontinuing counselling if “they [patients] are not internally motivated...Becoming internally motivated often takes longer than quitting itself.” Those PNs attempting to actively increase their patients’ motivation used techniques like reflecting on patients’ intrinsic reasons for quitting and providing patients with homework assignments.

When they go home I ask [the patient] to write down their personal pros and cons of smoking... When they come back we especially discuss alternatives for the pros of smoking.

The majority of PNs reported assessing patients’ barriers for quitting, but less than half also attempted to remove present barriers, which was usually done by discussing distraction strategies to deal with craving.

Craving for cigarettes only lasts a minute...I especially discuss distraction strategies to deal with this minute.

Most PNs discussed the use of cessation aids (eg, nicotine replacement therapy, medication, group counselling), especially focusing on their working mechanisms and possible side effects. Patients’ preferences often influenced the decision to prescribe a particular cessation aid.

Most patients know about Champix (varenicline) and usually request it because they have heard about it from others.

Subsequently, the majority of PNs reported developing a quit plan with their patients, including a quit date, the use of cessation aids and follow-up appointments. They described that the duration, frequency and format of follow-up appointments after the quit date strongly

Table 1 Descriptive characteristics of participating PNs (N=19)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Personal characteristics</th>
<th>Adherence by PNs (n)†</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mean age in years (SD)</td>
<td>46.1 (9.2)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female (%)</td>
<td>17 (89.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Smoking status</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Never smoked (%)</td>
<td>11 (57.9%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ex-smoker (%)</td>
<td>8 (42.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Professional education</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Postbachelor PN training</td>
<td>19 (100%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialised diabetes nurse (%)</td>
<td>3 (15.8%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Specialised pulmonary nurse (%)</td>
<td>4 (21.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mean working experience as PN in years (SD)</td>
<td>8.3 (4.0)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Counselling elements

| | Provision of a quit advice | Assess patients’ smoking profile | Assess patients’ motivation | Increase patients’ motivation | Assess patients’ barriers | Remove patients’ barriers | Discuss use of cessation aids | Develop a quit plan | Follow-up after the quit date |
| | 10 (52.6%) | 18 (94.7%) | 18 (94.7%) | 7 (36.8%) | 15 (78.9%) | 7 (36.8%) | 16 (84.2%) | 16 (84.2%) | 18 (94.7%) |

*Standardised practice capacity: 2168 patients per full-time general practitioner.†The data represent the number (and percentage) of adherent PNs. PN, practice nurse.
depend on patients’ preferences and their level of motivation, ranging from multiple face-to-face appointments to a single telephone appointment.

First, patients often did not return...By planning follow-up appointments more frequently...I have more success in [helping them] quitting smoking.

Concerning their role as a smoking cessation counselor, PNs perceived themselves able to ‘adapt counselling to a (patient’s) personal situation’, to stimulate patients to make their own decisions by weighing personal pros and cons, and to provide patients with relevant information ‘which is evidence-based’ about the disadvantages of smoking.

Experienced barriers during counselling

PNs found it difficult to handle unmotivated patients, because they struggle to decide how much they should try to increase their patients’ motivation. Since they believed that the success of their counselling mainly depends on their patients’ level of knowledge of and awareness about possibilities for smoking cessation and not so much on their own efforts to enhance patients’ motivation, PNs sometimes decided to only provide patients with awareness-enhancing information.

If a patient reports not to need counseling, I experience that it [counseling] has no effect. I am glad when they [patients] agree to take home some information.

Several PNs described that this often happens after GPs directly referred patients without first assessing patients’ motivation or providing a brief quit advice. They believed GPs’ advice could be motivation-enhancing for patients, but felt ‘it (GPs’ quit advice) does not happen enough’.

If the counselling process was continued, PNs did not attempt to remove patients’ barriers when their patients’ motivation was low, as they perceived that ‘unmotivated patients should first work on their motivation themselves’. PNs generally believed that a sufficient level of motivation is first needed (before dealing with the presence of barriers), but that achieving this is mainly the patient’s own responsibility.

Regarding follow-up after the quit date, PNs felt that smoking cessation guidelines lack detailed instructions on which topics to discuss during follow-up appointments.

You call them [patients] or they visit the practice and of course you talk about their quit attempt, but there is no specific plan.

Moreover, they described that patients do not always perceive the need for follow-up and regularly skip or cancel scheduled appointments, making it difficult for PNs to ‘get them (patients) to return to practice’ for follow-up and to determine their success rate, since ‘it is their (the patients’) own responsibility’.

Several PNs reported difficulties staying up to date regarding smoking cessation counseling as they perceived a lack of supply of high-quality training classes. Furthermore, associated monetary and time investments were considered barriers for attending classes that do exist. Moreover, most PNs reported troubles with staying informed about compensation of counselling by different health insurances, as they all have their own regulations (eg, a maximum number of consultations), which change regularly. Several PNs reported that ‘online medication orders are not delivered on time’, which means that ‘a well-prepared quit attempt falls to pieces’.

Obtaining reliable information about both health insurances and ordering online prescriptions was described as ‘very time-consuming and sometimes leading to confusion’.

Barriers for providing patients with educational materials included a lack of time and high-quality brochures, containing educational and visually attractive content. Moreover, patients were perceived as often not using provided materials and consequently lacking awareness of and knowledge about smoking cessation aids and counselling.

It is not the case that you take a single pill of Champix and suddenly do not like cigarettes anymore...Sometimes it is necessary to adjust this expectation.

Needs regarding adherence support

Most PNs stated interest in web-based support to improve their smoking cessation counselling. Several PNs were already familiar with other web-based programmes for primary care professionals and positively evaluated these programmes. They expressed interest in being able to “browse through a program and choose only those things that I can personally apply during counseling.”

Regarding compatibility, PNs expected the content to be up to date, individually relevant and applicable in practice. Moreover, a programme should be easy to use (low complexity) and require little time investment.

I want to know the latest developments about smoking cessation...and easily retrieve them from a web-based program, without having to search through databases.

Long questionnaires and extensive texts were perceived as potential disadvantages and availability after working hours was perceived as a potential advantage of web-based support. Furthermore, PNs wanted a programme free to visit and revisit at their convenience without obligations (high trialability). Visually attractive content (ie, images or videos) and experiences of other PNs were preferred over a text-only form of support (relative advantage).

Experiences of others would be interesting...[...so you know what was successful and which strategies did not work.}

Most PNs also expressed a need for printable patient-centred educational materials to use during counselling, such as an overview of their patients’ counselling trajectory or a timeline depicting physical advantages of quitting smoking.

The information should be suitable for patients...simple and clear, without complicated terminology. Preferably a combination of text and figures.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Our results add a novel perspective to the scientific literature on health communication by describing PNs’ smoking cessation counselling practices, determinants of their adherence to evidence-based guidelines as well as their needs regarding a web-based adherence support programme. Results indicate that while all PNs reported the use of an evidence-based guideline, their guideline adherence was suboptimal, which was influenced by psychological and practical barriers. Most PNs showed interest in web-based adherence support that could help them to overcome these barriers and reported specific needs that could be addressed to ensure a programme’s optimal compatibility to their work situation.

Discussion

Despite specific difficulties that PNs perceive regarding full adherence to smoking cessation guidelines, they also reported being confident that they could adapt their counselling to the situation of smoking patients, to stay close to a patient’s preferences and beliefs with respect to a quit attempt. In other words, PNs felt able to provide empathic counselling in a collaborative way, which are core elements of motivational interviewing, and hence an important competence to possess and apply during smoking cessation consultations.

Nevertheless, PNs also reported psychological and practical barriers regarding their adherence to evidence-based guidelines. A psychological barrier to guideline adherence was PNs’ perceived inability to motivate patients to quit smoking; they reported to rather provide awareness-enhancing information than to actively try to increase patients’ motivation, a finding also described in studies investigating nurses’ adherence to motivational interviewing techniques. PNs’ perceived inability to motivate smokers could indicate a lack of self-efficacy, which was also found in other studies investigating determinants of nurses’ use of guidelines or protocols. Low self-efficacy could possibly originate from PNs’ perceptions that they are of minor influence on patients’ intrinsic motivation (ie, low confidence that counselling will make a difference). Relatedly, PNs indicated that they often did not actively try to remove barriers when dealing with unmotivated patients. However, patients’ lack of intrinsic motivation could be the result of seeing many barriers for quitting and hence not discussing them could be a missed opportunity to increase patients’ motivation to quit. Furthermore, PNs reported difficulties in ensuring their patients’ presence at follow-up appointments. This potentially originates from their perception that it is their patients’ responsibility to show up. Consequently, they do not repeatedly contact their patients about missed appointments, as was also found in a previous study among primary care professionals’ smoking cessation counselling practices.

Concerning practical barriers for guideline adherence, PNs perceived a lack of high-quality smoking cessation training classes and reported a lack of uniformity about health insurances’ compensation policies. Accordingly, PNs had difficulties providing patients with personally relevant and up-to-date information. Additionally, retrieving information about such topics was considered to be very time-consuming, though necessary to enable patients to make an informed choice about their quit attempt. Such time-consuming tasks may cause time constraints regarding actual cessation counselling activities, a commonly mentioned barrier among primary care professionals, and consequently interfere with PNs’ adherence to smoking cessation guidelines.

When considering solutions for the identified barriers, most PNs were interested in web-based adherence support. To overcome these barriers, PNs expressed the need for tailored support (ie, instead of offering generic information), compatible with their situation and with low complexity and high trialability. PNs’ perceived accessibility after office hours as a potential advantage of the web-based nature of such a programme. These findings are in line with previous studies that related innovation characteristics to increased adoption and implementation of novel interventions by nurses. Furthermore, PNs would like to be supported with practical tools (eg, printable patient materials) to apply during counselling and hence improve effective communication about smoking cessation.

Practice implications

The development of web-based adherence support seems suitable to help PNs to overcome psychological and practical barriers to improve their smoking cessation guideline adherence. That is, a web-based CT programme could provide PNs with personal feedback about performing specific counselling elements they find difficult to apply, based on evidence-based methodologies to change sociocognitive determinants as described elsewhere. For instance, role modelling could be used to increase self-efficacy, which can be operationalised by presenting PNs with narratives of peers (ie, fellow PNs) via a web-based programme.

Targeting sociocognitive determinants through a tailored web-based support programme is a well-established method to successfully influence these determinants and ultimately behaviour change.

Furthermore, tailored feedback can be supplemented with up-to-date information about smoking cessation counselling in primary care, like an overview of available...
training classes or health insurances’ compensation policies. This could reduce PNs’ time needed to find this information and consequently increase their time spent on counselling. Finally, PNs can be supported with practical tools, like visually attractive educational materials for lower educated patients and patients with different cultural backgrounds. Such strategies potentially enable PNs to optimally adhere to evidence-based guidelines and subsequently promote the quality of their smoking cessation care.

Strengths and limitations
A strength of our study was that the interview guide was based on the I-Change Model and the Diffusion of Innovations Theory. This enabled us to explore determinants of smoking cessation guideline adherence from both the users’ (ie, PNs) and the innovation’s (ie, web-based adherence support) perspective, a combination which has previously been associated with nurses’ adoption and implementation behaviour of intervention programmes.

Second, owing to the semistructured nature of the interview guide, PNs had ample opportunity to elaborate on their experiences during smoking cessation counselling, providing a vast amount of data per interview. Moreover, the interviews enabled us to assess PNs’ individual preferences for web-based adherence support to optimise such a programme’s compatibility.

Third, qualitative data were systematically analysed using the Framework Method, ensuring optimal coverage of relevant content through the development of an extensive coding tree. Moreover, intercoder reliability was high, indicating that the coding was sufficiently objective and valid.

A limitation of the study was that PNs interested in smoking cessation research may have been more likely to participate in the interviews than non-interested PNs. This may have threatened the generalisability of the results to the total population of PNs. Nonetheless, by purposeful sampling, we recruited a heterogenic group of PNs who provided a great variability of responses. Moreover, data saturation occurred within the 19 interviews conducted.

Conclusion
Dutch PNs experienced several barriers to completing smoking cessation guideline adherence. They reported low self-efficacy to motivate patients and to remove patients’ barriers to quit, and struggled with successfully organising patient follow-up. Moreover, a perceived lack of smoking cessation training classes and uniform insurance policies was identified as practical barriers for optimal guideline adherence. PNs were interested in web-based adherence support to overcome these barriers, especially if a web-based programme is easy to use, free to (re)visit and compatible with their current smoking cessation practices. Taking PNs’ needs into account when developing a programme is likely to stimulate the programme’s usage and maximise exposure to its content, making it more likely to be effective in improving PNs’ smoking cessation guideline adherence.
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